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ABSTRACT
Effects of a Systematic-Motor Reinforcement Experience
on Alphabet Letter Discrimination 'n.sks
by Preschool Children
by
Jean Wilson , Master of Science
Utah State University , 1970
Major Professor : Dr . Carroll Lambert
Department: Family and Child Development
The purpose of this study was to determine if an experime ntal group
of children would make significant improvements in their ability to discriminate
and order alp habet letters after a systematic reinforceme nt program of senso rimotor expe riences with letters .
The study involved tactual manipulation in learni ng the discrimination
of, the order of , a nd the position of the a lphabet letters in the child's own na m e.
The hypotheses were made :
l.

There will be a significant differe nce between the experim ental

population and the control population with respect to the abil ity to order a nd
place in sequence the letters in eac h child's name , after the completion of
a systematic program of sensori-motor experience .

2.

There will be a significant difference between the experime n tal

population and the control population with respect to visual-perceptual discrimination , or positioning, after the completion of a systema tic program
of sensori -experience .
Twenty four children , 12 in an experie mntal group , 12 in a control
group, six boys and six girls , between the ages of three yea rs and six months
and four years a nd six months were se lected at random from the Utah State
University Laboratories . Preceeding the actual collection of data a pilot
study was conducted on a similar group of 12 children using the proposed
prete st.
During the free-play in the Laboratory , eac h child was asked to go
with the a uthor to play a game .

The first time with the author , and prior to

the pretest , the child was given a brightly colored stack ing cone to manipulate for the purpose of establishing rapport and se lf-confidence within the
child.

Each child in the experimenta l a nd control groups was give n a pre-

test to test the ability to discriminate and order letters from in !heir own first
name .

The experi mental group received a systematic sensori-motor experience

twice a week dealing with letter discrimination.

The control group received

no experie nce in letter manipulation a fter the pretest.

Each child set his own

pace and was given the post-test only when he stated he was ready.

At the

time the majority of the experimental group was receiving their post-test
the control group recei vee! theirs .

The findings support both hypotheses with the difference of the experimental group and the control group showmg significance at the . 05 leve l
for hypothesis one and between . 05- . 01 level for hypothesis two .
(65 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Every child is confronted with learning a complex symbol system,
the alphabet, and with learning to order these symbols in sequence and position
to form words before he learns to read .

The mastery of these perceptual

skills is basic to the more complex skills of reading.
Gotkin (1967) has stated that most middle class children are well
on t.heir way to mastery of the alphabet before entering kindergarten and
teaching that alphabet to them is often unnecessary .
However, in a pilot test by Leona Peters (1970), involving a random
sample of five middle class children from the Edith Bowen Summer Session
Laboratory Kindergarten cla ss , Logan , Utah , the following res ults were
found .
Each child was given an envelope containing the letters of his first
name.

The children were ins tructed to use the letters to s pell their own first

name .

Years

Months

.Jcnll(

Jenny

4

Angie

4

8

i 5J_ nA

Nancy

4

9

~-n c .(. /'{

Craig

a G i .o. fv

3

I
Dean

0pb.Q

4

This sample indicates that four of the five children were unaware
of the order and the position of the abstract symbols that are used to build
their own first name.
Piaget (1952) has repeatedly emphasized the importance of sensorimotor activity to develop the child's perceptual abilities .

He has a lso made

clear the importance of visual and tactual exploratory movements.

Churchill

agrees with Piaget further stating that:
Every new experience , every sensori-motor reaction
makes links with comparable experience already registered .
Every sensation mediated by the eye is caught and registered on
inner structure, so also every movement senation , every sound
attended to , every touch. 1n this way cell assemblies of knowledge are being built into the mental life of the child
information about the shape and size of things , the relation between one
event and another , and so on . (Churchill, 1958 , p. 36)
Piaget suggests that what is learn ed at any given point is , at least in
part, determined by what has gone on before , not merely by what the child
has experie nc ed , but more by the e lements t.o which he has paid attention.
This wo uld certainly suggest the importance of any sensori-motor experience
dealing with new knowledge or building upon previously learn ed ideas.

3

Stateme nt of the Prob le m

The proble m to be investigated in this study ha s been to examine
the impact of a sensori-motor activity involving visual and tactual exploratory

movements , on the development of perceptual abilities among childr en

who are in what Piaget has described as the sensori - motor stage of developm ent.

Children at this developm ental l evel are thought to function and learn

best through concrete rather than abstract operations , and to be he lped to
l ea rn throu gh acti vities which provid e learning reinforcement through the
utilization of more than one sense.

Objectives

The purpose of this study has been to de termine if an experimental
group of children who partic ipate in a syste ma tic reinforcement program of
se nsori-motor ex periences with three dim ensi onal le tte rs would be able to
make significa ntly greater improve m ents in t he ir ability to discriminate a nd
order the lette rs in their own nam e than was true of a control group of c hildren which did not participate in the reinforcement program .

Hypotheses

The following hypothes es were made in this study :
1.

There will be a s ignificant diffe r e nce between the experime ntal

popul a tion a nd the control population with r es pect to the ability to order a nd

4

place in proper sequence the letters in each child's own name , after the
completion of a systematic program of sensori-motor experience by the experimental group .
2.

There will be a significant difference between the experimental

popula tion and the control population with respect to visual-perceptual discrimination , or positioning, after the completion of a systematic program
of sensori-motor experience .
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CHAPTER 1I .
REVfEW OF LITERATURE

Hill (1969, p. 418) fee ls a n "increasing use of the visual sense has
been shown to occur at an early age in normal children . " Schopler (1 966)
found that the most striking increas e in vis ua l exploration occurs between
three and six years of age.

Rudel and Teuber (1964), investigating cross-

modal transfer between visual and tactual m odalities by four and five years
olds, on a recognition task, found that the order of difficulty for them was
visual-visual (eas iest) , then visual - tactual, then tactual- visual, a nd last tactualtactual (hardest).
Piaget (1960) has found through a project designed to s tudy the per ception of intersecting and incomplete forms that after four years of age, with
unswerving accuracy , children could recogn ize intersecting forms . At age
nine they recognize incomplete forms . He based the study on his theory that:
The complex of operations which have the characteristic
of a Gestalt or "structure d'ensemble" are not preformed or innnate in an individua l. They actually evolve out of a history of a
person's interaction wi th the environment , enabling him to us e
new experiences in terms of his past (assimilation) and to rearrange his response in terms of the demands of the environment
(accomm odation). Early in life the child acts without understanding or comprehension. It is the immediacies of his experience
that fills his awaren ess. An example of this perceptual phenomenon
is the young child's grasping of a geometric form and a ttempting
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to place it on a puzzle cutout that has no relationship to the size or
shape of the form . The grasp response is perceptual and motor;
whereas , the placement of the correct form in its proper spot is
an aspect of the higher mental processes and comes later when the
youngster is able to free himself from the preoccupation with the
shape and notices similarities and makes generalizations concerning proper placement. (Piaget , 1960 , p. 17)
Pufall and Furth (1966) are credited with two studies investigating
recognition and learning of visua l sequences in four to six year old children.
Experiment I w1th 20 children aged four , five , and six , demonstrated that four
year old children could match sequences and that for all ages performance improved when sequences were perceptually present.
of learning associate responses to sequences.
12 fours , 12 fives, and 12 sixs .

children succeeded at age four .

Experiment II reported tasks

Thirty-six children were used,

On successively presented sequences, no
The fact that these results occurred even

though training had been given suggests that four year old children are not
likely to internally construct or maintain sequences without perceptual support.
Cohen ( 1969) asks the question whether visual perceptual games or
training relevent to reading or learning how to read are valuable.

To ex-

plore this he gave the Frostlg Development Test of Visual Perception (DTVP)
to 120 first graders randomly selected from a New York disadvantaged area.
The children were given perceptua l training programs as preventative and/or
remedial treatment.

There were no changes found in reading achievement.

Cohen questions what is really being measu r ed with perceptual instrum ents.

He feels they measure behavior that relates somewhat to the demands of nonverbal lQ tests

He states that "visual perceptual games are important if you

are testing or trying to improve visual perception or JQ . But in the reading
field , the surest way to get urban ghetto kids to read is to teach them letters
and words and to do it thoroughly . " (Cohen , 1969 , p. 503)
Getman (1970 , p . 504) in a cr itiqu e response to Cohen agrees with
what he says .

However , he feels that "you need to be careful with what

you consider as a 'perceptual game' and that it doesn't relate to perceptual
awareness of letters etc . " After all "the actual relationship between comprehension and perception is a whole lot more than recognition and mouthing
of letters and words . "
Bateman (1970) responded to Cohen favorably stating that his conelusions, whil e not currently popular , are making rapid headway in becoming more generally accepted .

Letter Discrimination

There a re many skills prerequisite to achieve ment in reading letters .
One important skill is the ability to discriminate visually between differe nces
in form s and objects .

The child must be ab le to differentiate between letters

which are vis ually similar if he is to succeed in learning the a lphabet (Smith,
1968).
1n order to learn , a child must be able to attend to relevant stim uli ,
to se lect those stimuli that pertain to th e present situation, to organize the
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incoming stimuli by associating them with other stimuli, to respond suitably,
and to use the responses as feedback for the interpretation and modification
of subsequent experiences . In order for this process to occur , an individual
must have perceptual sensitivity , select ivity , and stability . As the child takes
in more stimuli , he becomes more selective and perceptive in sorting out
the relevant stimuli. He therefore becomes a more efficient and effective
learner (Smith , 1968) .
"Visual discrimination diagnostic te sts may provide a better indication of the child's ability to r ead if le tters a nd words

are employed

in their construction . " (Goldstein , Moss and Jordan , 1965 , p. 86)
"Children only slowly develop the capacity to perceive accurately
the details of relatively comple x shape s and the exact relationships of their
parts." (Vernon , 1966 , p. 459)
That young children have little natura l tendency to analyze shapes
into their constituent details was shown by Ames et al. (1953) with the
Rorschach ink-blots . The shapes of the blots were responded to as wholes,
but vaguely and inaccurately , by c h!ldren under three years ; though some
organization of parts began at three to four years .
Thirty-six kindergarten children and 24 nursery school children
with a median age of five years and five months were distributed among three
groups of Samuels and Jeffrey (1966) . Using the paired-associate anticipation
method , e ach group was taught one of three lists of words that differed in
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disc riminability .

Discriminabillty was determ ined by the number of different

lette rs , eithe r four , six, or eight , us ed to construct four two-letter words.
It was hypo thesi zed that t he more d1 scn mmable the !Jst , the faster the learn-

ing rate but the greater t.he probabi lity that the ch ildren would learn on the
bas is of smgle letters .
with p

. 01.

T he hypothesis conce r ning learning rate was confirmed

After the four and eight-letter groups were brought to the same

criterion, the eight-letter group was found to identify words on the basis of
single l etter cues significantly more often (p

. 02) than the four-letter group,

thus confirmmg the second hypothe s iS as well. R esults of this study show
that the number of children who make Ident ification on the bas is of a single
letter increases with the number of letters on which they were trained.

Thus,

as hypothesized, training that for ces attention to each letter is less likely to
lead to subsequent reading errors tha n training which permits the child to
identify words on the basis of a single fea ture .
In a n earlier study , Samuels and Jeffrey (1965) found that when chil-

dren are given letter training first , subjects had much less difficulty identifying the words in a list of four -le tter words than children which were given word
training with the words in a list of six - letter words prior to learning the fourletter word list.
Marc hbanks and Levin (1965 , p. 59 ) found "that letters were used
more often than word shape as a cue for recognition . "
Together , these studies suggest that, in teaching children to read, it
is important that the child learns to attend to all of the letters .

This can be
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accomplished by either specific letter training or it may be accomplis hed by
giving them experience with highly similar words which forces identification
on the basis of more than a single stimulus feature
King tl964) compared

SJX

groups of (23 each ) kindergarten children

learning to read four words following different kinds of visual dis crimination
training.

Each group was designated by the method presentation and type of

stimuli us ed in training.

Five gToups were trained with successive presenta-

tions and one group with simultaneous pres entations.

The types of stimuli

used for discrimination training included different words from the reading task,
different meaningful words (presentation of v1sual form , sound. and picture) ,
same words as reading task , same letters which were constituents of reading
words , and geometric forms for the control group . Results of a nalysis of
variance indicated significant group differences in reading performance favoring groups trained in matching different meaningful words and the same letters.
These findings suggest that pre -reading programs could usefully be
modified to include visual discrimination training with the easier task of matching single letters to be followed by the more difficult but effective training in
discriminating words made m eaningful by associating the appropriate sounds
and meaning to the visual forms (King , 1964).
Twenty-four children between the ages of 47 and 56 months were given
a set of matching-from-sa mple trials which r e quired them to differentiate an
outline figure from its up-down or left-right reversal (Wohlwill and Wiener,
1964).

The results show conclusively that children as young as four to five
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years old have little difficul ty , on the average , in discriminating stimuli on
the basis of their s patial or1entation
to this cue .

prov1ded the task requires a response

The failure of the three year olds to respond to the task leaves

ope n the qu estiOn of the ab1hty of very young c hildren to respond to the orientation o f stimuli.

However , the re s ults obtamed w1th letter-like forms by Gibson ,

Gibson , Pick , and Oss er (1962i lik eWJse show that from the age of five years on
c hildren are able to differentJa te a s ha pe from its left-right or up-down reversal
wi th a degree of consistency .
The probl e m in reading, however . involves more than the differentiation of shapes from their reversals .

In learni ng the alphabet , or in beginning

r eading , the child has to learn to associate a set of dJfferential responses, the
nam es of the l ette rs , or the sounds of the words , to the stimul i.

Hendrickson

and Mu e hl (1962) have shown that the use of the na me of letters as stimuli ,
he lps co rrect error of s uch lette rs as b , d , p , and q.
Zeitz (1966) tells of a new a nd exc iting a lphabet devis ed by John R.
Malone , exec utive director , the Foundation for a Compatible and Consistent
Alpha bet , Chicago , Dl.

lt is called Unifon , th e sound alphabet.

The new al-

phabet uses 23 standard Roman capital l e tt e rs , 12 others that are altered , and
five new configurations .

Forty symbols, forty sotmds . Zeitz states that small

children with their limited visual discrimination and muscle control can more
readily read a nd write in this simple me dia.

Unifon employs only capital letters.

Some users of Unifon experienced reading achieve me nt that is one year ahead
of control groups of non-users . Som e r e port more than a year's advance,
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others less. All r e ported that Unifon students ac hieved more and did better
ea rlier than non-users .
Another new alphabet bei ng studied with young children is the I. T. A,
or Initial Teachmg Alphabet

This alphabet has 43 characters and was designed

by Sir Ja m es Pitman (Southgate , 1965).

Kresh (1969) compared the e ffective-

ness of the lnitial Teaching Alphabet and the Traditional Ortheography in first
grades in the Pittsburgh Public Schools .

There were 562 students in the study.

The res ults showed a statistical significance in favor of "ita." Chasnoff in 1967
studied the same two alphabets in first grades and found no significant difference .
Gotkin ( 1967) while doing research with the alphabet as a part of a
larger r esea rch program dealing with discrimination skills underlying learning,
deve loped an alphabet board for the purpos e of introducing the alphabet as a
sensori-motor experience , rather than as an abstract symbolic system.

ln

designing the a lphabet board for four a nd five year old c hildr en , it was felt
that the type of experience which could be provtded by the alphabet board would
serve to familiarize a child with the shapes of alphabet letters, without requiring the child to cope simultaneously with sounds of letters.

Furthermore, this

familiarizati on could occur at an earlier age than is possible in formal reading
instruction . Another reason for such a board was to enable the child to use
another sense for learning , in this case touch as we 11 as vision . A third reason
such a board was good for was alphabet discrimination .
Gotkm (1967) , using the alphabe t board , studied the effects of the
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number o f different letters to be placed upon the a mount of time which the
ch ild required to place them and upon the a mount of difficulty experienced
by the child .

Two methods were introduced , a Gr a dual one with a fe w letters

at a time being worked with and a Non-gradual one with all 26 letters being
utilized . Chi ldren introduced to the board by the Gradual method required
much less time and much les s assistance than children introduced by the
Non -gradual method .
Gesell and llg (19 46 ) found that some identifica tion of letters begins
as early as fo u r years of age .
Ve rnon ( 1957i states that the order o f letters in words is a matter of
1ndifference to yo ung children .
correct order .

Th ey have great difficulty in remembering the

He fee ls that thre e and four year olds have not acquired the

ab ility to understa nd the importanc e of p a rtic ular de ta ils in l etter shapes, their
s patial position , and their relation s hip to one a nother within the total word
s hape.

He feels that c hildren lear n a t a fairly ea rly stage to recognize the

s hapes of c ertain isolated letters ; however , he feels that children under fiv e,
unless of a high intelligence , a re not ca pab le of discriminating shapes with
sufficie nt accuracy to enable them to perce Jve the shapes of letters and words .
Montessori (1912) felt the importance of capitalizing on the curiosity
o f the child a nd by doing so that he would learn through his own exploration.
Quite by accident she discovered the lea rning possibilities of letters out of
sandpa pe r .

She tri ed to e mphasize th e importa nce of sight as well as touch

for learning in young children .
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Gibson . Gibson , Pick and Osser (1962) studied the development
of the ability to discriminate visually a set of letler-like forms , in child ren
four through etght years of age , and related the types of errors made to certain critica l features of letters .

They hypothes1zed that certain distinctive

features of letter patterns were responded to in the discrimination of letterlike form s.

They suggested that "perspective transformations , " "reversals

and rotations , " a nd "cha nges of line to curve" in the ir letter-like forms were
highly confusing to the younger (four year old) childr en because such transformations are not distinctive features for object identification in the childre n's past
experience. and that the two latter types of errors drop markedly as the children learn to read , becaus e the c hildren develop a sensitivity to these same
distinctive features .
Popp's study ( 1964) vari fi es Davidson 's (1931) and Smith 's (196 8)
study o f the discri minating of letters cl, p. g. b , and concluded that r eversals
and inversion s are the most frequent err ors in letter discrimination.

Sensori-motor Performance

Three groups of children matched on the basis of intelligence and prekindergarten readiness were selected for this s tudy (Kein , 1970).

The

experim ental group followed presc ribed visual-motor training procedures
while the control group was given the traditional kindergarten program.

This

was to compare and determine the e ffec ts of a visual-motor program on the
r eadiness a nd intelligence of kindergarten children.

They were compared for
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intelligence and readiness at the end of one year .
ference

There was no significant dif-

The author of this study s uggests further research is necessary be-

fore th1s visual-motor traimng program becomes a part of the general kind er garten curriculum .
Wulmsky ( 1965) views percept JOn as an aspect of intelligence and
investigated it as an important part of the sensori-motor period or of sensorimotor d . velopment.

This she d1d on the basis of a study done by Piaget (1960)

as to perception as a knowledge we have of objects .

Wolinsky's study proved

affirmative .
Research by Abravenel (1968) suggests that visual attention to spatial
position a ppears earlier in devel opment than haptic attention to spatial position .
This study concerned correspondences of elementary attributes of spatial
position (up-down , inside-outside , and upright vs . upside-down) between
haptic a nd visual sense-modalities by young children . Children between the
ages of three to s1x made cross -modal sameness-difference judgements and
recogmt10n matches in which accuracy required differentiating spatial position
position . Children aged three and four years showed little accuracy in sameness -difference Judgements , whereas significant increases in accuracy were
found by ages five and six . Abravenel discusses results of his study in terms
of developments in perceptual activity and the process of intersensory integration .

He fee ls that attributes of spatial position are still imperfectly

attende d to and grasped and are not readily transferred from haptic to vision ,
by three a nd four years of age .
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Roach and Kepha rt (1966) postulated t hat for all individuals to integrate informatiOn a conunuous developmental patte rn
sists of three s tage s or leve ls
move m ent pa tte rns

nece ssa ry wh1ch con-

The JnJll al s tage of de velopment is that of motor-

The second stage 1s perceptual organization.

Ke pha rt suggested that perceptual organizatiOn
patte rns

IS

IS

Ro ac h and

built upon motor-movem ent

The fmal stage in the h1erarch1cal order is concept formation . All

three o f the stages were said to be int er r e la ted and interdependent.
Alley a nd Carr \ 1968i did a s tudy to determine if educable mentally
retarded ch tldren make sign1f1cant improvements in senso ry- motor , visualperceptuaL and concept- format ion ac tJvlttes a fter an extended, syste matic
traming program of sensory-motor ac tJ VJ!Jes.

No difference between pretest-

post-test results of expenmenta l and contr·o l group was shown to jus t ify a need
for a systematic sensory-motor progra m of l.his type .
Implicit m the Montesso rian scope (Morra, 1967 ) is the assumption
that the greater part of mo tivated behaviOr , in a learning situation , is accounted
for by the child's purs uance of vaned expenences .
r e fe rre d to as the active mod e l of motivation .

This view is generally

Thus , the pre-school teacher

should be involved mainly with the most effective ways of presenting varying
stimulation across varying sensory mod a lit1 es, so as to enhance optimal
arousal.

This state should provid e for the child the necessary conditions for

the maximal enhancement of the learnmg process .
A study by Henrickson a nd Muehl ( 1962) compared three groups of
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kindergarten children (49 children in all) in learning names for the letters "b"
and "d" " An Attention-Consistent Motor group rece1ved pretraining in attending to the directional difference between the lett ers and making consistent
motor responses to each letter . An Attention-Inconsistent Motor group received similar attention pretraining, but made inconsistent motor responses
to each letter . An Irrelevant-Control group received attention and motor response pretraining to color stimuli.

The findings showed that pretraining

in attending to the directional differences between the letters "b" and "d"
facilitated learning names for these same letters in a paired-associate transfer
task .

The findings also showed that pretraining in making a consistent motor

response to the directional differences between the letters "b" and "d" did not
add significantly to the transfer task performance .
Abravenel (1968) in his study of haptic and visual sense-modalities
in young children noted that the section of thE\ hand used for exploration differentiated the younger children from the older ones . Younger children used
the palms of the hand considerably, whereas older children explored exclusively with fingers and fingertips.

Accuracy increased with change from

palm to finger exploration .
It would seem , by this study , that three and four year old children
don't rely greatly on tactual exploration as they do on visual.

By six and

seven years of age more tactual exploration is evident.
A study done by Birch and Lofford (1963) used geometric forms
to show whether children aged five to 11 scored fewer errors perceptually
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when studying forms visual-haptically , visual-kinesthetically , or haptickinesthetically .

The results showed strong evidence of the greater pro-

ficiency of children when using both haptic and visual perceptions to discrim7
inate shapes and forms .
Birch a nd Lofford (1967) did another study exploring the child's
ability to engage adequately in the different types of visual-perceptual activity
which must occur as the perception of two-dimensional form is increasingly
differentiated . Seventy-three boys and 72 girls were tested in terms of recognition , analysis , and synthesis . Results showed strong association between intersensory compentence and the ability to engage in directed motor
activity .
Walk and Gibson (1961) found that visual experience alone was
relatively ineffective in the development of visual differentiation , but that
visual experience conjoined with somesthetic arousal resulting from action
did result in a well-developed pattern of visual-perceptual differentiation .
Children of different preschool age groups were asked to acquaint
themselves with flat wooden figures of irregular forms in the following
ways: a) looking at them only ; b) touching them only ; c) both looking at
them and touching them ; d) practically operating them in the process of
inserting them into corresponding holes in a board . Sensory effects of all
these different means of acquaintance were checked in control experiments
in which children were asked· to recognize (visually) the familiar figure from
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among unknown figures . Results showed three and four year olds do better,
far better , with practical manipulation of the objects .

''In the process of

practical operations children not only distinguished various features of the
objects but also discovered some relations between them . " (Zaparaphets,
1965 , p. 100)
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CHAPTER lH
DEFiNITIONS AND WORKING DEFINITIONS

A se nsori-motor perform ance , as used in this study , refers to the
ability to order and to correctly spell the child's own first name with three
dimensional letters . In this study the e mphasize will be placed on the fact
that the pre-school child is po tentially a ble vis ually to pereeive discrimina tion of order and position of alphabet letters in his first name if given a sys tematic

sensori-motor experience .
Alphabet lette r discrimination refers to the child's ability to per-

cei ve a letter as one he sees in his own name , as being unique in and of its e lf in regard to position , how it is placed , and its order, to spell correctly
the child's first name .
Visual-perceptual discrimination refers to the ability a child has,
to perceive by sight , the position a nd order of letters to be placed to spell

the chlld's first name . In this study the ch1ld must be able to discriminate
that a letter he has placed is upside down , side-ways , etc. , and if it needs
to be changed . He also must discriminate whether it is out of the correct
spelling order of hls name .
Tactual manipulation refers to the child's freedom to touch and
move the lette rs of hls name until he is satisfied with his end result , as
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well as to explore letters by utilization o f the sense of touch .
Visual exploratory mo vem en t is the use of s ight and mind , by the
child , to co rrec tly place the letters in hi s first name .
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CHAPTEH IV
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The Department of Fam1ly and Ch1ld Development at Utah State
Umversity , Logan , Utah , provides an excellent environment for studying young
children .

There are three laboratories , each having a morning and afternoon

program .

The children are present four days a week , two a nd a half hours

each day . Each laboratory has a supe rvis ing teacher , four student teachers,
and 20 childre n . ten boys and ten g1rls , r a nging from three to five years of
age .
The physical setting of the laboratories consists of stationary equip ment such as two open toilets , three child size sinks, and tables and chairs
for the chi ldren . Selection of the rest of the equipment is a fl exible matter,
depending on the lesson plans of each student teacher during her week as
head teacher. As practicing teachers they have access to a

' ~arge

manipulative

equipm ent closet" which includes a variety of sensory media , block steps ,
animal cages , large trucks, tractors , etc . , for large muscle coordination; a
"small manipulative equipment closet" which provides puzzles , concept development accouterm ents involving colors , shapes , numbers , sizes , visual discrimination , etc . Much of this is good for small muscle , eye -hand coordination .

Tbe "step-up closet" stores equipment which affords greate r exploration
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into roles through playhouse equipment , do lls, rubber and wooden a nim a ls,
phones and many other pieces.

Several other convenient storage areas

challenge a teacher to develop science , art , food , and music activ ities as
they Jearn to use and explore with the materials available.
A well developed portion of the equipment provided for the use of
the laboratories is the library . Availab le to the student teachers to familiarize themselves with for the purpose of eventual utilization with the children in
the lab are a great number of well selected children's books and records .

The

books a r e catalogued according to author , the records according to activity or
purpose .

This small roo m also contains a varie ty of selected pictures and the

rhythm instruments .
ln the middle of this room there is a small child size table with tlvo

s mall c hairs . It was here in this quiet setting that the author provided
sensori-motor experienc es for the children in this study.
The laborator ies are tlvo-fold in purpose.

Each quarte r four student

teachers per lab are put through a strenuous but challenging progra m .

They

are helped to becom e more aware o f c hildren as a group and as individuals
and through this awareness to lea rn to perceive the interests and direction of
each c hild's ac itivity to enable them to lead this natural curiosity and energy
into concept deve lopm ent as well as social growth , expansion of verba lization ,
a nd greater mus cle coordination .

Through such a training program one can

imagine the developmental sti mulation offered the children in the la boratorie s.
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Such a curriculum not only educates student teachers but provides developmental experiences for 20 children in each laboratory.
There is constantly a long waiting list of children for admittance
into lhe Child Development Laboratory .

These children come with a variety

of background in the area of family income , family education , family profession , and sometimes even a variety of languages .

For example, there

are children from such countries as Bolivia , Australia , India, etc. in
attendance at various times .

The children used in this study were chosen at random from 120
c hildren attending the six Utah State University Child Development La boratory sessions during spring quarter , 1970.
Twenty-six children were chosen, putting 13 in the control group and
13 in the experimental group. As the study progressed one child had to be
dropped from eac h group: one because s he refused to accompany the author
during the systematic sensori-motor experience; another because of unpaid
fees, was asked to drop the lab .

This gave the author 24 children, twelve in

each group , six boys and six girls.
The children ranged in age between three years and six months and
four years and six months.
for selection.

Prior experience in the lab was not a criteria

Male -femaleness was not a criteria for selection, but it was
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felt that it would be an interesting detail to compare at the end of the study.
The experimental group was matched with the control group according to the
pretest and length of the child's name .
This sa mple was not r eprese ntative of any group other than itself.
Both the expe rim ental and the control group were receiving enriched learning
exper iences through the environment of the laboratories . Howeve r , only the
experim en tal group received additional e>rperience in lette r ma nipula tion .

Instruments

The letters used in this study were made of sturdy white cardboard
with green felt mounted on the back .

The styl e was manuscript. Upper case

l etters we r e 1 1/4 inches high and var ie d in width from 5/8 inch to 7/8 inch
depending on the le tter and it's particular shape.
7/8 inch high and 7/8 inch wide.

1.!.,,
4

7/8 "

Lower case letters were

Both were l / 16 inch thick and three dimensional.
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The letters of each child's first name were placed in a large legal
size envelope .

Upon receiving these letters and instructions the child placed

them on top of a green table-size flannel board measuring 23 1/ 4 inches by 23
inches .

The size was an advantage as it eli minated movement which a smaller

board seemed to create ; also , it gave a wide area for visual concentration.
The one other piece of equipment used was a card of thick cardboard on which was printed the child's name .

The size of the printed letters

was the same as the three dimensional letters in the envelope .

Pilot Study

The author conducted a pilot study using the pretest that was to be
used in the main study, to enable her to decide how and what she would
say when it came time for her to utili ze this pretest to collect her data . One
of the author's concerns dealt with how she was going to establish rapport
, ..!I.

with the child , and a sense of ease and con fid ence within the child. Another
concern was to es tablish some form of procedure communicating instructions
as to expectation , but in s uch a way that information pertinent to t.ask accomplishment was not given .
Twelve children were selected randomly from three specific gro ups.
These groups were for the purpos e of determining if there was any difference
in performance between different ages; also , if there was any difference between those children with prior lab experience and those without.
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Those c hild ren used for the pilot study were :
Three year old children new in the l ab.
Years
Bradley

3

6

T eresa

0

T racy

3

3

Jeffrey

3

7

Children with prior laboratory experience

3-6 to 4-6

Shane

4

Paul

4

Mar nie

4

5

Joni

4

4

Four year old children, new in the lab .
Karl

4

Le Ann

4

Brya n

4

Dawni

4

2

4

During free play in the laboratories , when the children were engaged
in a fre e choice of activities , the author enter ed the lab and after asking the
Head Teacher for permission to take a child, a pproached the child desired
askin g, "Will you come play a gam e with me?" Sometimes the immediate
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answer was "Yes , " other times ques t ions were asked as to what kind of a game .
The author was patient in explaining that it was a game with letters to see if
he could spell his name . It was rare for a child to refuse . If a child did refuse , generally , if asked if he would maybe be ready in a fe w minutes or when
he was through with whatever he was doing he would say , "Yes, he would be
ready then . "
The piece of equ ipm ent used to establish rapport between the author
and the child , and to establish a feeling of self-confidence within the child ,
was a large , brightly colored stacking cone.

It was a toy easy to manipulate

at this stage of a child's motor development and one that caught the c hild's
interest.

There were stx wooden discs , each a different color: green, blue,

purple , yellow , orange , and red .

The children were given the cone and asked ,

"Can you take this apart for me?" Upon completion the author responded with
"Good , let me see you put it together again." As each disc was taken off or
put back on the c hild was asked it's color and received positive reinforcement
for each correct a ns wer. If the color mentioned was wrong the author simply
stated the cor rect color without further verbalization . No emphasize was
put on whether the seriation was correct just that the discs were replaced on
the cone .

The author wished the experience to be a pleasant one with as little

pressure involved with performanc e as was possible . It was felt that the cone
experie nce was a good one and that it accomplished both its goals , of building
rapport between the author and the child and se lf-confidence within the child .
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By the completion of this task the child seemed fairly relaxed and selfassured .
Next , the pretest established for the study was given .

The child

was given a legal size envelope contaming the letters found in the child's
first name , the first letter being an upper case letter , followed by lower
case letters , and was told , "(Name) , take the letters out of the envelope
and spell your first name.

Place the letters white side up." The child

usually dumped or shook out the letters and proceeded to place them as he
thought his name should be spelled .

There was no problem in identifying

the white side . It was at this point that the author realized that some childeen do not realize that to spell a name or word , letters are placed in a line
from left to right.

Because whe ther a child understood that the letters

while being put in order and position mu st also be put together in some kind
of orderly line or fashion was not something being tested at this time , the
author decided that a line should be provided the next time the pretest was
given . A large elastic rubber band was placed around the flannel board in
ordee to establis h a line upon which the child could place the letters.

This

line did not interfere with his being the one to decide upon order or position
of each letter .
During the pretest no more verbalization concerning the task was
given .

When the child seemed finished and showed curiosity elsewhere he

was asked , "Are you finished? " If hi s answer was "Yes" his completed task
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was recorded onto the data sheet along with the date and any interesting comments the child may have made .
to his lab.

He was than thanked for coming and returned

The who le procedure ranged from four to six mmutes depending on

the individual child.
The results of the pilot study are as follows :
Three year old children , new in the lab
Years

Months

Teresa

3

0

Tracy

3

3

J

'1:

'l./

d)~

U1

~ .=.\- r c.

Bradley

1-e /t b ~

Jeffrey

c~~~J
\

Children with prior laboratory experience

3-6 to 4-6

Shane

4

2

Paul

4

3

Marnie

4

Joni

4

4

Four year old children , new in the lab
Months
Karl

4

7

Le Ann

4

2

Bryan

4

8

I g ::3
l ~ CA bo.
br::. ~ C6
I

b

b.
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Dawni

4

4

0-w-

"'Marni e refused to use the "M" as if it was not in her name .
To the author this indicated , acco rding to the pilot s tudy , a need
for a larger study and that children of such a young age have an interest in
l etters but do not necessarily show a maste ry of the a lphabet as Gotkin (1967 )
has stated . Howeve r , the author did a tte mpt, in this study , to investigate
the influence of a sensori-motor experience on children's ability to discriminate letter s in the alphabet .
At the end of the pilot study it was dec ided that prior laboratory ex pe rie nc e did not make a difference in res ults of alphabet letter discrimination
tasks . Age seemed to make little difference . However , three years and six
months through four years and six months was the age range chosen to make
final selections in the main study because there was a greater numbe r of
c hildre n in this age range from which to choose , thus making the choice a
better random selection.

Personal names were used so that each child's progress could be
measured individua lly .

The use of the first name capitalizes on the importance

of the child' s name and reinforc es the pride fe lt in self-identity .
The pretest was administe red to both the control and the experimental
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group as an individual experience . As a result of the pilot study , done by the
author , the children were familiar with the precedure of the author entering
the lab during free play and asking a child if he would like to come play a game
with her . At first a few were reluctant but with encouragement from the Supervising Teacher each reluctant child came slowly but willingly . After the
initial experience this never seemed to be a problem .

There was one child ,

however , who never permitted herself to be taken , as a result she eventually
had to be dropped as a subject.

When the children were randomly chosen three

children previously used in the pilot study were selected to be in the experi mental group .

They were Shane , Marnie , and Dawni.

In a separate room used for the study, each child was given a legal

size envelope containing the alphabet letters of his own first name.

The

first letter of his name was upper case while the others were lower case .
He was told , "(Name) , take the letters out of the envelope and spell your
first name . Place the letters white side up . " The child usually dumped or
shook out the letters and then proceeded to place them as he thought his name
should be spelled .

There was no problem identifying the white side.

During the pretest , no more verbalization concerning the task was
given.

The whol e procedure ranged from three to six minutes depending on

the child.
The control group received no further stimulous other than normal
lab experience , which both groups received . However , the exper ime ntal
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group was seen every other day for a sensori-motor experience allowing each
child to proceed at his own rate through the three tasks . Such an experience
or technique was developed at the Institute for Developmental Studies at New
York University.
There were three tasks or procedures which were provided for
children in the experimental group . Each child set his own pace through his
ability to unde rstand and complete each task .
varied for each child .

Therefore , the number of sessions

The first task proceeded as follows : 1) The child was

given a card on which his name was printed .

The letters on the card were

identical to the three dimensional letters in the envelope . 2) The child was
asked if he knew the name on the card .

If not , together we identified it as

his own name . 3) The child and the author then talked about the letters
found in his name on the card . We named eac h letter and looked to see if
there was more than one of a ny letter in his name . 4) The child was then
given his envelope containing his three dimensional letters and directed to
take the le tters out.

5) The child was next told to "Place each letter on t.op

of the same letter on t he card . " 6) The child was allowed to manipulate the
letters until he seemed to want guidance.

He was then shown the correct

position and order of any letter by helping him make any necessary changes.
While doing this , conversation concerning the correct order and position took
place .

The tone and choice of words used were of an encouraging, positive

nature .

For example , "You see , you almost had it --j ust turn it around--
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there- -I knew you could do it--you'll see it next time . " 7) After the letters
were placed on top of the correct letters on the card , the child was asked :
"What does this word spell?" "Yes , that is your name , (name) . " 8) The
procedure was repeated unless the child refused to show interest which
happened occasionally when he was not feeling well , etc .
The child and the author worked on this task for three to six minutes
every other day .

There are four school days in a week so that by every other

day eac h child was worked with twice a week .

He was worked with until he

had mastered placing the letters on top of the corresponding l etters on the
card.

If the child was able to complete the first task the first day, on his

own , several times without mistake , he was taken to the next task.
The second task of the systematic experience was to direct the
ch ild to position the three dimensional letters directly below the printed
letters on the card.

This task was systematically practiced using the same

procedure as on the first task, for three to six minutes every other day until
accomplis hed .
The third task was the post-test. As the child seemed to confidently
and easily position the letters correctly below the same letter on the card,
the a uthor asked the child, "Can you spell your name without the card today?"
A child would say "Yes" sometimes and proce ed to do it; others hesitated a nd
said. "Maybe tomorrow. " Sometimes a child was ready before being asked
and would state, ''I can spell my name without the card," and did it. When a
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c hild said he was ready to spell hi s name without the card he was given his
le tters and directed to spell his name .

No more was said unlil he was finished .

Whe ther it was correct or not it was recorded as his third task , or post-test.
After it was recorded the author and the child made the necessary corrections
verbalizing as it was don e .

The comments from the author were always of

a positive nature so the child could fe el pleased at what he had done . At the
conclusion of a post-test the child was told this was the last time he would
have to come and was then taken back to the lab.
About the time the m ajority of the experimental group were being
given their third task or post-test , the author began to also give the control
group their post-test.
The results of each child's performance were recorded and timed.
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CHAPTER V

FlNDJNGS

The first hypothesis stated that there would be a significant difference
between the experimental population and the control population with respect to
their ability to order a nd place in proper sequence the letters in each child' s
own name , after the completion of a systematic program of sensori-motor experience by the experimental group .
hypothesis .

The findings of this study support this

Those children in the experimental group , who participated in a

sensori-motor experience , made greate r gains in improving their abilities
tha n children who did not have an opportunity for the sensori-motor experience .
See Table 1.
Table 1 shows the pre-and post-test scores for the experimenta l and
control groups and indicates the differences between the two sets of scores.
The data in Table 1 indicates that the experimental group made greater
gains in ordering than was true of the control group.
that this difference is significant at the . 05 level.

The t score indicates

In calculating the t score,

the regression scores of those children in the control group , who scored lower
on the post-test than on the pretest , were scored as 0, because this was interpreted to mean the child simply did not have the ability to order the letters
properly .

Table 1.
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Of the 12 children in the experimental group only one showed no improvement in ability to order and place in proper sequence the letters found in
his own first name . In the control group of 12 children ,five showed no improvement ; in fact , three children post-tested with a greater number of
errors in ability to order and place in proper sequence the letters found in
their own first name than from the pretest given .
Three children in the experimental group showed no errors either
in the pretest or the post-test with respect to ability to order letters .
same is true of the control group.

The

Three children showed no errors either

in the pretest with respect to ability to order letters .
The second hypothe sis stated that t here would be a significant
difference between the experimental population and the control population
with respect to visual-perceptual discrimination , or positioning, after the
completion of a systematic program of sensori-motor experiences.
findings of this study s upport this study .

The

Those childre n in the experi me ntal

group , who participated in a sensori-motor experience , made greater ga ins
in improving their abilities than children who did not have an opportunity for
the sensori-motor experience . See Table l.
The data in Table 1 indicates that the experimental group made
greater gains in positioning than was true of the control group .

The t score

indicates that this differen ce is significant at the . 05-. 01 level.
With r egard to the ability of visual -perceptual discrimination , or
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positioning, of each letter of the child's own first name , the experimental
group showed only one child with no improvement.
this group improved with every letter right.
ways :

The other children in

Improvement is shown in two

either a child shows total improvement with a correction of every

previous mistake or a partia l improvement with a correction of only some
of the previous mistakes in ordering or positioning of the letters found in
the child's first name . Eleven children of the experimental group showed a
total improveme nt with respects to the ability of visual-perceptual discrimination , or positioning , of each letter in the c hild' s own first name .
The control group showed seven children , of a total of 12, with no
improvement in ability to discriminate position of letters .

Four of the seven

children in the control group showed no improvement in ability to discriminate position of l etters, in fact, post-tested scores lower than their pretest.
Only one child in the experimental group showed no errors in either
pretest or post-test with respect to position of letters . Only one c hild in the
control gro up showed no errors in either pretest or post-test with respect
to position of letters .
It is interesting to note that no child in either the experimental group
or the control group showed no errors with respects to ability to order and
position letters.

One or the other , but not both.

The strength of the impact of training on the experimental group of
children's ability to order and position the letters in their name more correctly as a result of the sensori-motor experience is indicated in Table 2.

Table 2.

Pretest and post-test ordering and positioning of letters by experimental and control group members
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Ted
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Table 2.

Continued

Name

Sex

Todd

M

3-10

Jackie

F

4-1

Age

Bradley

M

3-6

Meredi th

F

4-0

Jill

F

4-5

Paige

F

3- 8

David A.

M

4-6

Tassha

F

3-9

Jack

M

3-11

Pretest

Times
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Post-test

Average
Time
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This table reveals the extent to which children in the experimental group
made greater Improvements in their abilities to order and position the letters
in their own name , than was true of the contro l group of children.

The im-

provements in the experimental group were substantially greater than was
true in the control group , among whom essentially no improvements were
made , as might be expected .
The cohesiveness of the sample in terms of age and length of name,
may account for the inconclusive nature of the findings pertaining to these
factors as influences on the findings . Se e Table 3. However , inasmuch
as the findings regarding male and female differences also suggest that these
factors are not significantly influential suggests that the most potent influence
on the child's development of a capacity to order and position the letters of
his name seems to be experience and training. Neverthe less, the size of the
sample makes it unwise to r ule out influence from age, sex , or length of the
child's name , particularly as might be found in a sample which might be
selected to include a greater variation in the number of letters in the children's names, and in the age of children included in the study .

Table 3.

The number of times each child participated in training sessions , by age , length of na me , and sex
Girls

Boy s
Times
Met

Length of
Name

Age

2

Length of
Name

Age

2

5

4.4

4

6

4.5

6

4.3

5

3.7

6

4.5

4

3.6

4.0

3
6
4

Times
Met

4. 3

3.8

4.2

3. 7

3. 7

"""""
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

There seems to be disagreement among researchers as to the ability
of the three and four year old child to transfer haptic perception of shapes
and forms to visual perception.

This seems to indicate a disagreement a mong

research findings as to the value of haptic exploration corresponding with visual exploration when providing visual training , pertaining to shapes a nd forms,
for the young pre-school child .
Abravenel (1968) suggests that spatial positions are not readily transferred from haptic to vision by three and four year old children.

And yet Birch

and Lofford (1963) postulate evidence of gTeater proficiency of children when
using haptic a nd visual perceptions to discriminate shapes and forms.

Walk

and Gibson (1961) also concluded that visual experience was relatively ineffective without so m esthetic arousal resulting from action.
Vernon (1957) states that children under five , unless of high intelligence,
are not capabl e of discriminating shapes with s uffici ent accuracy to enable them

to perceive the shapes of letters and words . However, Zapara phets (1965)
suggests that children , if given practical operational experiences with shap'1s
and forms , do very well in distinguishing various features of the objects; they
also discover some relations to them .
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Although findings of other researc hers are not consistent, there
seems to be strength to postulate the importance of three dimensional letters
to allow haptic exploration of both order and position.

The findings of this

study are important in that they do suggest how tactual manipulation a nd vis ual
discrimination teamed together , ,do· seem to be interrelated and in terdependent
in showing the positive effects of a sensori-motor experience .
Ve rnon (1957) states that young children are indifferent to the order
of letters . In contrast to this view , the author feels that the findings show a
great awareness of letter order on the part of three and four year olds as indicated by the tendency for the pos t-tes t s to show a great improveme nt in the
order in g of the letters . However , if Vernon is referring to the r e tention of
abilities to ord er letters , this study may not be in disagreement , because
no effort was made to study retention abilities . Another study would be well
worth projecting along these lines .
The author feels that the findings give a strong indication of the importance of providing consistent sensori-motor experiences dealing with
a lphabet le tters .

From this study the author found that many children are

not well on their way to mastery of the alphabet before entering kindergarten
as Gotkin (1967) has stated . Although this sampl e of 24 children is small,
it seems strongly to suggest that c hildre n need more sensori-motor ex-

periences with letters .

Only two of the· 24 children s howed an understanding

of correct positioning of letters prior to their sensori-motor experience.

No
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child d e monstrated both the ability to orde r a nd pos ition letters prior to the
expe rie nce.
The a uthor feels that this study indicates a n interest , as well as an
ability , on the part of the child to explore a nd understand letters . A child
at three and a half or four years of age is not too young , as many educators
feel , to begin learning alphabet discrimination . Children are motivated to
explore discrimination tasks in volving the letters in their own names, so
there seems to be no reason to limit their discrimination experiences to
s hapes which have no personal appeal to them any more than to limit their
discrimination experiences to letters alone . This study strongly supports
the opinion of the author and ma ny educators, that the young child can very
readily handl e the discrimination and tmd erstanding of both upper case lette rs
and lower case letters during the initial stages of letter familiarization.

Nine

of the 24 c hildren showed awareness that their name began with the large
letter or upper case letter by placing it at the beginning of the ir nam e on their
pre test . Only four Of the nine were experimental children . Nineteen of the
24 placed the upper case letter first in their name on their post-test.

Twelve

of the 19 were experimental group c hild ren, being the total experimental group.
One child in the experimental group said , the first time she met for her
sensori-motor experience , that "these two letters are not in my name."
Her na me was Dawni.

She could place D w i but insisted thai the other two

letters were not there for her to use . She described the letters she needed
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as being "A" and "N" by using her finger to trace them on the board.

It was

then the author realized she had seen her name in all capitals , never with
lower case letters . After working with her , she had no problem identifying
the lower case letters as hers in her name and ordered and positioned them
correctly . The transition was very confusing and upsetting to her at first.
The one child in the experimental group who showed no improvement
in ability to order letters did show improvement in ability to position.

This

child always preferred placing the letters on top of the corresponding letter
on the card . He consistently asked o r stated his desire to place them on the
card.

When it came time to place them below, he either first had to place

them on top, which he was permitted to do , or he just flatly refused to place
them be low . He just did not seem to feel comfortable placing letters to spell
his name without the total support of the card.

However , when asked if he

could spell his name without the card, he responded "Yes. "
The child, in the experimental group, who showed no improvement
with respect to ability to position letters, improved greatly in the area of
ordering.

This child's attention span was the shortest of the 12 in the experi-

mental group.

It is interesting to note that she is the youngest of the group,

three years and six months.

Her tactual manipulation of letters showed her

to use the palm or entire five fingers of her right hand .

This observable

condition and her young age may account for her lack of improvement in
the area of positioning letters . At least she was consistent in her error.
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Both he r pre test and her post-test showed her "a" to be placed sideways .
Abra ven e l (1968) made the same observation of the use of palmer manipulation
in his study of haptic and visual sens e moda liti es , finding that the younger the
child the greater the possibilities of this palming kind of haptic exploration
as opposed to finger -tips.
While every child but one improved in their ability to order , in the
experim ental group , not every child showed a total improvement as they did
in their ability to position .

This may indicate that maybe position is easier

to discriminate than order at this stage of the child's development.
Sex and age showed no dominance within the experimental group as to
improvement of ability to order or position letters .
Range of improvement ran from one letter to the total amount of
letters found in a child's name.

For example , Danny incorrectly ordered

three letters found in his name during his pretest ,
test showed two letters incorrectly ordered ,

p nnO )\ .

fclab,, 0
I

His post-

. His score of

improvement then equaled one . However , Shane incorrectly ordered all five
of the letters found in his name during his pretest.
errors .

His post-test showed no

His score of improvement then was five.
The recording of the length of time for each sensori-motor experi-

ence for each individual child and the number of times the author met with
each child is another observable factor for interest sake only . It just reminds
one that each child learns at his own rate and that one experience is generally
not enough for a child to obtain correct concepts.
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Each child of both groups was given a colored stacking cone to manipulate prior to his pretest for the purpose of establishing rapport and self-confidence within the child . Six colors we re involved : green , blue , purple , yellow ,
orange , and red . Although seriation of the stacking discs and identification of
the color of each disc were not part of the study , both were an interesting
side line . As a result , the following comments were observations , by the
author , of the awareness of a few children of both groups as to seriation and
color .
knew all six colors
seriation --perfect

Te'Y

Marion

Lisa

-

knew all six colors
seriation --perfect
knew all six colors
no seriation

Dawni

called orange red; purple blue . However knew both red
and blue . Seriation--perfect

Jamie

knew all but purple
seriation not recorded

Marnie

knew only orange , yellow , red , and blue
no seriation (May have been teasing author)

Danny

knew all but purple
no seriation

Shane

colors not recorded
no seriation
counted each disc as he took apart , also counted the
letters in his name

Nathan

knew colors
seriation --perfect
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Lesa

knew colors
seriation--perfect

Todd

colors not recorded
no seriation

Bradley

-

knew colors
no seriation

Jill

knew colors
seriation not recorded

Paige

no verbality
no seriation

Tassha

knew all but purple
seriation not recorded
It is interesting to note how well the children, who show no seriation,

do with ordering and positioning of letters .

For example, Shane , in the

experimental group, shows total improve ment in his post-test over his
pretest and yet shows no awareness of seriation.
shows the same results.

Todd, in the control group ,

All this is merely observation with no attempt to

atta in significant variance of a ny kind.
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CHAPTER VIl
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine if an exper imenta l group
of children would make significant improvements in their ability to discriminate
and order alphabet letters after a systematic reinforcement program of sensorimotor experiences with letters .
The study involved tactua l manipulation in learning the dis crimination
of , the order of , and the position of the alp habet l etters in the child 's own first
name .
Two hypotheses were made :
1.

There will be a significant difference between experimental

population and the control population with respect to the ability to order and
place in proper sequence the le tters in eac h child 's own name , after the completion of a systematic program of sensori-motor experience .
2.

There will be a significant difference between the experimental

population and the control population with respect to visual-perceptual discri mination, or positioning, after the comple tion of a systematic program
of sensori-motor experiences.
Twenty-four children, 12 in an experim ental group, 12 in a control
group , six boys and six girls , between the ages of three years and six months
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and four years and six months were selected at random from the Utah State
University Laboratories .

Preceeding the actual collection of data a pilo t study

was conducted on a simila r group of 12 children using the proposed pretest.
During free-play in the Laboratory , each child was asked to go with
the a uthor to play a game.

The first time with the author, and prior to the pre-

test , the child was given a brightly colored stacking cone to manipula te for
the purpose of establishing rapport and self-co nfidence within the child.

Each

child in the experimental and control groups was given a pretest to test his
ability to discriminate and order letters found in their own first name.

The

experimental group received a systematic sensori-motor experience twice
a week dealing with letter discrimination .

The control group received no

experience in letter manipulation after the pretest. Each child set his own
pace and was given the post-test only when he stated he was ready . At the
time the majority of the experim ental group was receivi ng their post-tests
the control group received theirs .
The findings support both hypotheses with the difference of the experimenta l group and the control group showing significance at the . 05 level
for hypothesis one and between . 05 a nd

01 level for hypothesis two.

Conclusions

1.

Child ren who are at the sensori-motor level of development learn

new tasks more readily when the learning experience provid es multiple
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reinforcement opportunities through utili zation of more than one of their
senses .
2. Sensori-motor experiences in a teach mg-learning situation
provide growth opportunities in the development of perception abllities .

Recommendations for Future Studie'!._

l.

A replication of this study carried further to test for retention

of order and position of letters learned over a period of time .
2. A replication of this study adding the third dimension of letter
identification by name , as well as ordering the letter and positioning the
letter in the child's na me .
3. A replication of this study using both first name and last name
or any other word.
4.

A replication of this study using letters of one color on both s ides .

5.

A comparison of this study and results of a similar one done with

kindergarten aged children to see if sensori-motor development with age is
indeed an influential factor as to when to start children working with letters .
6.

A replication of this study using shapes and forms in place of

letters to see if this m akes any difference in results .
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